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Open position for a PhD candidate in the laboratories of Prof. Leon Deouell (ELSC, psychology) and Dr. Yoni Pertsov (psychology)

We are looking for a candidate PHD student to work on a project potentially leading to a PhD thesis, within a collaboration with groups from China, through a recently funded grant from the China-Israel Cooperative Scientific Research program.

The project addresses the question of working memory and binding and their relationship to attention and conscious awareness, and will potentially involve behavioral measures, eye-tracking and imaging.

Requirements:
- Interest in cognitive process and their neural basis
- Relevant background in psychology\cognitive sciences\neuroscience
- Computational skills
- High motivation
- Programming skills (advantage)

Interested students should contact
Yoni Pertsov (yoni.pertsov@mail.huji.ac.il) or
Leon Deouell (leon.deouell@mail.huji.ac.il)
And include a CV and a short statement of interest.
It is now widely accepted that deciphering the enigma of the brain is the most challenging intellectual endeavor of the 21st century, "The Century of the Brain" - Join our quest and become a friend of ELSC.

**ELSC Friends**

Our Int'l Ph.D. program provides outstanding students with top-notch courses in computational neuroscience.

**Studying at ELSC**

The Jerusalem Brain Sciences Building will provide a state-of-the-art research and teaching facility for the Edmond and Lily Safra Center for Brain Sciences.

**The Building**

Get into our media channel and investigate ELSC's latest videos: seminars, public lectures, courses and video articles.

**ELSC Media Channel**
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